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Decoration
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Adding the texture to the wall is not easy for everyone because everybody can’t be an artist.
Everyone possesses distinct skills and capabilities. Not everyone is creative in the designing field.
These people hire an interior designer to decorate their entire home. But some people who are
creative and artistic do this work by themselves and don’t hire other people to do this work.

The wall texture and hanging adds beauty to the room, but furniture, woodwork, floor, windows,
showpieces, Area Rugs, and other things enhance the home’s beauty. Now, I am providing various
ideas regarding the awesome texture that will not merely inspire you but will add beauty to your
home.

Our walls play a vital role in the artwork when elegant art has appeared on it. The colorful texture
on the wall enhances the interest of everyone. Here are few alternatives that don’t merely decorate
the walls, but the addition of the texture and the perfect combination of the colors make the walls
alive, and it is reflected in the way they are singing.

Hang the Woven Texture on the Wall

You can find a wide range of various woven pieces in the marketplace hanging on the walls for
decoration purposes. A wide range of unique styles and designs you can find adds beauty to the
wall if you buy according to the other things present in the room.

If the wall color is white so buy the white woven hanging that is made from the hand. As you
know, some people countries ‘ handicrafts are famous in countries such as Pakistan. So buy these
countries handicraft items to adore the wall. The hand-woven hanging creates an amazing touch to
the simple and decent wall.

Plants also Utilize as the Wall Hanging

If you would like to make your home alive, hang the plants on the walls. Thus it will create
wonderful scenery in the house, and it also gives you oxygen in the day that is good for your
health. The wall hanging pots come in various designs, shapes, and color. So buy the suitable one
that will add beauty to the place where you will hang it.

The combination of the woven texture hanging on the wall and the plant’s pots will create a
surprising impact on the walls. But it depends on you whether you would like to add it with the
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plant or not.

Rugs are the Essential Elements

Nowadays, Modern Rugs are coming in various 3D textures. These 3-dimensional textures create a
better look of the wall when it has a hang on it. The innovative rugs designs using distinct heights
of loops stitched, appliqué, and quilted reflect the distinct and wonderful patterns. This eye-
catching modern art requires creative work along with the modern inspiration of 3D. These rugs
can hang them and enjoy the glory by the astonishing style.

These decorative rugs are not merely given the texture but also double the artwork’s impact by
having the additional benefits. These rugs are great for noisy places where the rugs can absorb
people’s sound. Thus, the sound will not echo everywhere if your home has high ceilings, so
hanging the rug is essential because it adores the plain wall’s beauty. The contemporary and
cultural rug in the living room and bedroom creates a funky impact on modern interior design.

Wall Hanging Baskets

The hanging of a few baskets in the brownish shades on the black color wall creates the cultural
and 3D impact on the walls and room. Hence the baskets add the 3D texture to the walls. You can
select other dark colors except for the black color for the wall painting. The darker color is
preferable for these baskets wall hanging because it uplifts the baskets’ design and creates an
interesting touch to the walls.

Baskets are the handcrafted artistic element that creates an adorable impact on the walls. No matter
what color you have chosen for the wall, whether it is dark or light. It enhances the appearance of
the entire room along with the glamorous impact on the wall. These things create a cultural impact
and reflect the lifestyle of all the people living in the house, along with adding glamorous beauty
into it.

Antique Pieces

If you would like to hang the antique pieces on the wall, paint the white or off-white color. The
antique things will look adorable on the brighter wall if you hang the golden clock on the white
wall to look adorable. The antique photo frames will also give the ancient feelings. Place the
photos of your grandfather, grandmother, and other family members in the copper or golden color
metal frames to give an antique look to the room.

There is a various antique wall hanging of the metals you can find in the local or online
marketplace, so buy these things according to your choice and the room’s interior design to give a
unique touch to the room. You must keep in mind if you would like to give the antique touch, so
prefer all furniture and other interior elements. Please don’t select the 3D things for that room
because it declines the room’s antique look.

RugKnots is an online store where you can purchase modern and stylish design rugs that will
create a wonderful impact on your home. Buy it right now and adore the entire room’s beauty by
hanging the wonderful design rugs to your home when you will add other handcrafted materials
and create an amazing and attractive appearance of the home.
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